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Dear Parents/ Guardians,

Dear Parents/ Guardians,
The 21st century is very
promising. It holds a promise
for a bigger, better & brighter
future. The scope for growth is
tremendous. It is our vision to
build a society that is strong
from its roots upwards. A Sardar Ajaypal Singh
society with the awareness to shed its ills and
exhibits harmony with various entities and the
environment. We mission to transform society
through education and awareness ensuring that
every individual benefits the two basic process of
education: knowing and valuing

It is a matter of pride for all of us that the institution
has got due permission from the CBSE to add class XI and
XII from the academic session 2012-13. The school has been
consistently growing since its inception in year July 2003 and
we have been providing the best education to our dear
students with the help of our well qualified and dedicated
faculty. Though this session had a lot of challenges to face
but we are fortunate enough to brave all those hard times
through virtual reality. As treasurer of the institution I assure the parents that we
will leave no stone unturned in adding the best infrastructure by way of science
laboratories, classrooms, playgrounds, in-house sports, qualified faculty,
extracurricular activities and all other add ons with one final objective in mind to
provide the best of best education to our little ones. This is our primary
responsibility towards the children, the society and the nation which we will
most sincerely discharge.

Towards Online Plateform
Microsoft Teams
Webinar
Learning Session

Towards Online Space
To opt for overnight changes the school started virtual
online classes for its student. The journey of skilled
teaching-learning initiated with zoom classes further
taking the decorum and cyber safety into consideration
the school got authorized license from Microsoft for its
domain saintsoldierpratapnagar.onmicrosoft.com for
enhanced learning experience.

Sardar Jasbeer Singh

Aphorism of Principal
Dear Parents/ Guardians,
Greetings! It gives me immense pleasure in
releasing the second issue of the Newsletter of our
school “TECH CHRONICLE”. Our success depends
on your involvement with your child and its journey. We
develop future leaders and instill in them the skills and
abilities to lead with confidence, passion, and with heart.
This session has been challenging but we have been
trying to serve the essence of edification. For this Mrs. Charu Gupta
throughout the year we build a vibrant learning
community where students work alongside faculties and celebrate life. In
this beautiful journey we had crossed so many milestones and we are happy
to share the same with you all. I am looking forward to a positive year
working together to help all the children to have a wonderful childhood.

STUDENTS
Mstr. Aryan Singh Rathore (XI)
Mrs. Charu Gupta (Principal)
Miss Rishita Pareek (XI)
Mr. Ajay Soni (PGT -English)
Mstr. Priyansh Singh Rathore (XI)
Mrs. Santosh Sharma (PGT- IP)
Mstr. Himanshu Tatiwal (XI)
Ms. Richa Saxena (PRT- Computer) Miss Harshita Kanwar (XI)

EDITORIAL TEAM

“Learning gives creativity, Creativity
leads to thinking.
Thinking provides knowledge,
Knowledge makes you great.”
Following the above saying, Saint
Soldier Public School has always been
pioneer to carry forward the noble
tradition of illuminating the young ones
with the light of education. This year all Sardar Gurmeet Singh
the hardships faced by the learners had a great impact on
opening new spheres of teaching- learning. The IInd issue of
school News-letter “TECH CHRONICLE” will let you find
the grit and devotion of our dedicated team. The sudden
need of virtual teachings and getting equipped overnight
was a big task but by the grace of God we have been able to
fix it to the maximum. We have been a trend setter in the
zone of Pratap Nagar following new teaching strategies and
skills.
“TECH CHRONICLE” is a very crucial outlet for
our young soldierites to express their originality, creativity
and flair of writing. I am heartily moved by the expression of
ideas and thoughts of our enthusiastic students.
While praising and thanking WAHEGURU, whose
infinite wisdom, for countless blessings showered on the
institution all these years, we pray for guidance to enable
each one of us to hold fast to our right choices and fill our
minds with everything that is true, can be honored and
thought worthy of praise so that institute will grow and its
contribution towards building a world of peace, truth, justice
and progress in the coming years.
It gives me immense pleasure to share that Saint
Soldier Public School, Pratap Nagar, Sanganer, Jaipur
has been chosen as CBSE Exam Centre to conduct
AISSCE and AISSE 2020-21. We are privileged and
thankful to Honourable Chairman Sardar Ajay Pal
Singh Ji for his visionary mission. This opportunity is
designated to school due to his blessings and evermotivating guidance that Central Board of Secondary
Education has selected the school. We adhere to serve
with commitment.

AAWAJ

Winners List of AAWAJ Quiz

Heartfulness Essay Event 2020

Date: 19.01.2021

In essay
writing competition
of Heartfulness
Essay Event 2020 by
Sriram's Intermission
six students of school
won laurels by
securing appreciation
E-cer tificates for
dropping thoughtful
lines on the topic of
'Thought PollutionRoot Cause of All
Ills.'

On Thursday January 19 an awareness session
about the new laws and individual rights was organized
online namely 'Aawaj' in collaboration with Rajasthan
police. Here the resource person Mrs Seema Hingonia
(RPS Additional SP Telecommunication, Jaipur)
voiced the concern about cyber crimes prevalent in Mst. Yugansh Jain Mst. Rudransh Sharma Miss. Suhani Soni Miss. Bhavishika Rajawat
VIII A
VIII A
VIII B
VIII A
teenagers. she communicated about the laws on girls
safety, harassment on work place and safety measures
on social media. After
this session a quiz was
organized where 15
students (enlisted
Miss. Meghanshi Rathore
Miss. Tanishka Gautam
Miss. Niharika Chauhan
here) were selected
VIII B
VIII B
VIII B
and were awarded by
Date: 02.02.2021
Rajasthan police on
01 March 2021.

CBSE XII Results
The students of school won laurels by securing ever
increasing scores in AISSCE 2020. The school produced
best Board results.

CBSE X Results

Mst. Priyanshu Sharma
IX B

Mst. Vartik Jain
IX A

Mst. Bhavesh Parwani
XI Arts

Mst. Amulya Garg
IX B

The students made the school proud by securing
excellent marks in AISSE 2020 provided with regular test
series and guidance. Three students scored 100 in Maths
Madhav Lata, Rajkumar Singh Chauhan & Chinmay Nirala.

Priyansh Singh Rathore (XI-A)

Prachi Gupta (XII-B)

Nishidha Talukdar (IX-B)

Deeksha Sharma (XII-B)

Charul Chaudhary (XII-A)

Aditi Awasthi (XI-A)

JEE MAINS 2020
Students of science stream proved their mettle by
clearing JEE mains 2020 exam. Grit & determination is the
key to success and legacy of excellence is our culture.

Miss. Kavita Panday
IX B

Mst. Shourya Nagaich
IX A

Mst. Harsh Gupta
IX A

Miss. Deepshikha Saini
XI Sci.

Virtual Debate Competition
X SCHOOL TOPPERS

(Madhav
Lata)
(97.2 %)

(Nishu (Priyansh Singh
Choudhary)
Rathore)
(94.4 %)
(93.8 %)

SCIENCE

Pushpendra
Singh
96.00%

Udit Kr.
Sharma
94.20 %

Anisha
Choudhary
93.00 %

Maths Students Scored 100\100 marks

Madhav Lata Rajkumar Singh
Chouhan

Chinmay
Nirala

COMMERCE

Khushboo
Sharma
95.80%

Shubham
Kanak
Patel
Chaudhary
94.00 %
93.20 %

JEE Mains 2020

Udit
Sharma

Vineet
Yadav

Ravi
Jain

HUMANITIES

Karishma
Kansotia
(85.00%)

Khem
Singh
(84.00 %)

Shobit
Parnami
(82.40 %)

In Vir tual debate
competition organized by
Pacific School of Law, Pacific
Academy of higher education
and research University of
Udaipur which was held pan
Rajasthan. Two students of
school i.e. Harshita Kanwar &
Srishti Agarwal participated
and Harshita secured second
position in the competition
being a good orator for the
topic 'Can virtual classroom
replace a traditional classroom
system successfully'?

Kalaneri Achievers
During lockdown students
participated in painting and drawing
competition organized by Kalaneri
Art Gallery & Academy of Fine
Arts.Students secured 1st position
for different categories and received
certificates.

Republic Day

Microsoft Teams

72nd Republic day was celebrated with great zeal and patriotic fervour. The
entire celebration was streamed live through school's Facebook page and
Microsoft teams. All teachers of the school were soaked in hues of tri-colour
when the student body joined live. The day become special as it was graced by the
school secretary's presence. The celebration began with the unfurling of the
tricolour by the Secretary Sir followed by the singing of National Anthem. The
soulful presentation of group songs by students, the thought-provoking speeches
on the significance of this day and the remarkable presentation of a scintillating
musical Bonanza. The day was further enlivened by inspiring words of the
Secretary Sardar
Gurmeet Singh Ji who
motivated the students
to uphold the honour,
integrity, uniqueness
and diversity of cultural
country and identify
themselves as tr ue
Indians.

To opt for overnight changes the school started
virtual online classes for its student. The journey of skilled
teaching-learning initiated with zoom classes further
taking the decorum and cyber safety into consideration
the school got authorized license from Microsoft for its
domain saintsoldierpratapnagar.onmicrosoft.com for
enhanced learning experience.
Live on Facebook

Janmashtami Celebration

Teacher's Day

Taking the need of the hour into consideration the school
created opportunities for learners in form of exposure to mass
media as live streaming on FB and Microsoft Teams for
numerous activities.

Utilization of Social Media/ moving towards online
The students were kept apace and updated with the exchanges
of teaching-materials and doubts vice-versa through
WhatsApp group of classes for enhanced learning experience.
Planned audio-visuals and synopsis were sent on a daily
routine. It helped students to collect a handsome lot of notes for
practice. Worksheets were sent on regular
intervals.

Microsoft Class View
To make virtual teaching more impressive and
interactive the maximum utilization of
Microsoft Teams' together mode of live class
like gesture was used to make teaching learning get strengthened.

YouTube Channelization

Charismatic performance by Solderites on
the Birth Anniversary of Lord Krishna. Primary
section of School showcased it's talent by dancing on
the pious occasion of Janmashtami. Solderites
participated with full Zeal and enthusiasm.
Recorded videos were sent and online dance
competition was well organized.

It was an overwhelming experience for
teachers to receive kind and thankful words from
students during online classes. This Teachers Day the
students prepared videos and collages to thank
teachers for their tender care and teaching practices.
This blossomed the spirit of this noble
profession.

Hindi Diwas

The school has its own you tube channel to
provide students with best learning experience.
All essential and fruitful videos are created for
the same and uploaded.

fganh fnol ds miy{; esa
cPpksa us mRlkg iwoZd dbZ
çfrHkkvksa dk çn'kZu fd;kA
viuh ekr`Hkk"kk dks lefiZr
dfork okpu] dfork ys[ku]
ukjk ys[ku rFkk cgqr gh
vkd"kZd iksLVj cuk,aA fganh
Hkk"kk gekjs fopkjksa ds
vknku& çnku dk ,d ek/;e
gSA lekt esa vius Hkkoksa dks
csgrj :i ls çnf'kZr djus esa
lgk;d gSA

Shri GuruNanak Dev Ji Jayanti
On the auspicious day of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Jayanti
school came up with virtual mode of celebration. Students
performed from their homes through online mode and came
together on one platform.
Amazing coordination
was observed among the
students during spiritual
Prayer and Shabad Kirtan.
Teachings and Practices
of Sri Guru Nanak Dev
Ji were reiterated through
speeches and Quiz.
Honourable Secretary Sir
Sardar Gurmeet Singh Ji
also blessed students and staff members and congratulated
everyone for the event. More than 2000 viewers joined the
program through Facebook during live streaming and
witnessed the show.

Shahidi Diwas
Shahidi Diwas was commemorated through Digital
mode. The program was conducted in two slots that is on 22nd
December when Secondary wing of school gave tribute to
Sahibzada Ajit Singh Ji and Sahibzada Jujhar Singh Ji. The
edification continued on 27th December by Primary wing of
school as it paid homage to
Sahibzada Zorawar Singh Ji
and Sahibzada Fateh Singh Ji.
Students wholehear tedly
come up with biography and
Shabad Kirtan to pay tribute to
these unforgettable martyr
sons of Guru Govind Singh ji.
T h e p r o g r a m n o t o n ly
witnessed the great stories of
Sahibzadas but also brought a
feeling of patriotism and love
towards the nation. The entire
show was live on Facebook
and supported many viewers
through comments and likes.

Environment Week Celebration - Debate Competition
'Lockdown is - A necessary evil'
Through online platform a Debate on the
topic 'Lockdown Is Necessary Evil' was
conducted for classes VII and VIII.
Students participated with full zeal and
enthusiasm and expressed their views. No
challenge could stop Solderites and the
Motto for excellence is achieved in all
phases. Congratulations to all the
students who participated in this event.
Get Healed With Nature…
During this Pandemic situation the school observed
'Environment week' where all students
were connected virtually. The school
started the week on July 04, 2020 to train
the young petals to save and conserve
nature. As the golden drops of rain were
to descend to lave the Earth, the elation
of the Earth was visible in the young
petals of KG and prep classes. All the
kids of K.G. and Prep were clad in green
robe. A Virtual activity for 'Plant A
Sapling In Pot' & Poster Making &
Slogan Writing activity on the theme
'Save Earth' & 'Nurture - the Nature' was
conducted for primary wing.

Grand Parents Day Celebration
Grandparents are the most
precious treasure to one's family, the
founders of a loving legacy, the
greatest storytellers, and the keepers
of tradition. To honour these
epitomes of love and care, the School
celebrated Grandparents Day
virtually on Saturday, 5th December 2020 with live streaming on
FB. With the invocation to God the venerable grandparents were
welcomed. The young petals of primary-wing beautifully presented
refreshing rhymes to entertain their grandparents followed by
sensational dance performances. To balance the tones set by the
event thus far, mindful speeches were presented in Hindi and English
to show their respect and to pay gratitude to Grand parents.
"Grand parents are our life, they are the sunlight.
They protect us from dark, they bring us life."

74th Independence Day Celebration
74th Independence
Day was celebrated through
Digital mode with
enthralling experience
Due to Covid-19
pandemic students have to
remain in boundaries,
activities at their homes.
Not even students but their
parents also actively took
part in the celebration of
Independence Day and get
them involved with the
feeling of patriotism.
Activities like Palm Painting, Slogan Writing, Pinning
of Tricolour Badge to Elders and Plantation truly justified the
essence of patriotism in air and in the heart of every Indian.

Children's Day - A Remote Connection
This Children's day was a different
one, but the best one, when we were
confused about everything around us,
Teachers made our year with their beautiful
messages and wishes for children's day. It
was the best surprise ever planned, when we
were stressed they came as relief and
motivated us to keep going on. I am
thankful to each teacher for staying with us the entire year.
Schools are on, for buildings are closed,
Piousness is on, for tradition is aroused'
It was tough to smile without yonder faces of lovely kids
on children's day but anyhow the teachers wished the kids
through their videos and messages virtually on WhatsApp
group. Devotion, dedication, determination and commitment
and care were all bound together.
Honey Sharma XI A

STRESS MANAGEMENT

Thanks to corona warriors

In today's challenging world, where every person is flooded with
an anxiety of excelling in all spheres, the question whether one can really
cope with the pressure placed upon, becomes quite relevant. The pangs of
stress have hit every strata of the society so much so that even youngsters
are barely immune to this modern-day disease. Keeping this in view, a
workshop on stress management for Board ASPIRANTS was held
ONLINE.
The workshop was arranged by
professional resource persons who gave tips
on how to deal with stress. The students
came up with various problems like
overcoming the fear of examination,
attitudinal issues, peer pressure etc. With this
session, they learnt the art of managing
emotions, time management, social skills etc.
This session advised students
about the Healthy ways to cope with stress
including Exercise Regularly, Connect with
Others, Maintain a Healthy Diet, Find
Ways to Express Yourself, Offer Help to
others.

Keeping up With
Trends/White Hat Jr.
Online coding classes of White
Hat Jr webinar were arranged in
school for students. Digital education
a n d i n n ova t i o n i n t e a c h i n g
methodology has brought back the
golden age of teaching-learning in
the current times of Covid-19.
Parents have also warmed up to the
idea of online learning and are fully
supportive of the new norms of
teaching -learning.
"learning forms the backbone
and are the driving force behind the
vision to make kids, the creators of
technology, rather than just users. In
line with this vision, the SSPS is
delighted to offer a long-term career
roadmap to thousands of learners in
the country, and we are thrilled with
the response."

The Rise of Untouched
Potential
Well now you ask How did this happen..
My words.. we had an online weapon..
For that urgency of everyday sticky notes..
Like silver-nitrate marked after votes.
A fight to be fought over night..
Not much to do was a plight ..
So most spoken are..
Am I audible..
Am I visible..
If yes ..So we are feasible...
Serving through remote, was a fallacy..
God gracious we conferred the legacy..
When all about it was hurled..
Solderites made it unfurled..
During lockdown's dreary haunts..
Now outcomes of learning flaunts..
Hence For our learners we are..
Reliable, accessible and available…
For ever and ever...
A Teacher

On the way to serve the
society in educating young minds
the school also inculcate values
through philanthropic actions in
terms of serving and thanking
society for its contribution to our
safeguarding and well-being. In the
series the school paid a heartful
thanks to the persons engaged in
control and curb of Covid-19 as
doctors, nurses, sweepers and
vendors who took utmost care for
society. A big thanks to all of them.

VIRTUAL TIMES AND TIDES

INTERACTION WITH MENTORS

One of the most oft-used terms after the
pandemic is the term “new normal.” The new
normal in education is the increased use of online
learning tools. The COVID-19 pandemic has
triggered new ways of learning. All around the
world, educational institutions are looking toward
online learning platforms to continue with the
process of educating students. The new normal
now is a transformed concept of education with
online learning at the core of this transformation.
Today, digital learning has emerged as a necessary
resource for students and schools all over the
world. For many educational institutes, this is an
entirely new way of education that they have had
to adopt. Online learning is now applicable not
just to learn academics but it also extends to
learning extracurricular activities for students as
well. In recent months, the demand for online
learning has risen significantly, and it will
continue doing so in the future.
As with most teaching methods, online
learning also has its own set of positives and
negatives. Decoding and understanding these
positives and negatives will help institutes in
creating strategies for more efficiently delivering
the lessons, ensuring an uninterrupted learning
journey for students.
Mrs. Santosh Sharma PGT
(Informatics Practices)

Thank you for being an amazing mentor. You're a constant
inspiration to us, our motivator to work hard and dream big. We are
truly thankful to have a genius mentor like you. We are grateful to you
for your guidance. You taught us to differentiate between right and
wrong. When in the tough times you always stood by our side to take us
to right path of hard-work and to perform duties with pious vision. The
journey from normal to the new normal has been tremendous in
learning new terms and conditions of selfless service. The supervision
and care from your end never failed to amaze by sharing your
experiences.
All teachers were fuelled by passion, and to dream big. During the
past journey it was difficult for all to achieve goal without your support
and care. Your wisdom and knowledge had a great impact on our work
culture with support and encouragement.
Your teachings taught us to turn our mistakes into our skills. Your
mentorship and encouragement taught us to be the best version of ourselves.
Thank you honourable Secretary Sir for this fantastic experience.

My Lockdown Experience
My experience of lockdown as
a student has had its ups and downs
as you would imagine. Being
confined to our homes with no
outside social interactions. While
pandemic has spread all around, I
have been lucky enough to have a
family that supported me during this times.
I am currently in class 11th Science which
haven't been all that bad for me during the
lockdown. It was not easy for me on online
learning platform (in which, my school has done a
phenomenal job) by making the content easily
accessible which has been essential in continuing
my studies at an incredible speed.
I learnt to maintain proper cleaning and
hygiene and also urged everyone to follow the
same. In this situation I, along with my family, tried
our best to follow the guidelines issued by the
government thus taking full precautionary
measures.
My knowledge and experience in exercise
and health had helped me to stay calm and
healthy during the pandamic. Having homebased exercises gave me the confidence. During
this harsh time, I've kept a positive head. As my
motto goes “always live to learn, to try and fail,
but most of all, keeping it real”.

Rahul Chaudhary (XI A)

TOI
Amalgamation With Media
Students learn through
online classes
Saint Soldier Public School,
Pratap Nagar has resumed
online classes for the welfare of
students. Through online
platforms, well equipped and
experienced faculty members are
training students with short and
simple successive steps. The
students are happy to learn.

Stress Management Sessions
Being pioneer in bringing the
desired changes in learners school keep
arranging workshops and webinars. In
the array school conducted stress
management webinars with
professional experts from Extra marks
Education! the Enthusiastic trainers
shared their experience to motivate
students with useful tips.

SKILL ENHANCEMENT OF SHAPERS
The school has been playing pivotal role to equip its teachers
with best possible facilitation. During the pandemic situation when it
was required to prepare proper feedback and regular reinforcement for
desired learning outcome teachers were given ample training. Like, to
be tech-Savvy and be able to check and maintain proper record of
routine learning PDF checking and error correction was learnt by
teachers for XODO and Microsoft Edge. Here through the webinar
Mrs. Santosh Sharma (PGT- IP) & Miss Komal Parashar (TGTMaths) received master training to train others too. It was a fun with
virtual space!!!

Mannerism - Prospice
A good home is the best school for training in good manners.
A good society too helps one to learn manners. To live in a society one
must know good manners and how to behave with others. Good
manners are a combination of intelligence, education, taste and style
mixed together so that one doesn't need any of those things. Good
manners come from having sympathy with others and from
understanding our own limitations. Curtsey while you're thinking what
to say it saves time. Don't think you can say unpleasant things about
someone behind his back and not be found out. When you have said a
little, keep quiet and give your friend a chance to say something. If he
doesn't talk, he probably does not want you to talk either. Good
breeding consists in concealing how much we think of ourselves and
how little we think of the other person. These are the well behaving of
the person which adds good impression on others as well as gives good
feeling and confidence about oneself. Good manners are more than
opening doors and writing thank you notes. Being polite and courteous
to others shows our real behaviour, thinking and mind level. It attracts
people's mind and attention if they get respect from us. It is not easy to
follow all the good manners for everyone houses can be easily followed
by practicing well. So we must follow all the good manners whether we
are at home, school, college, office, tourist places or with friends.
Manners are especially the need of the plain, the pretty can get away
with anything.
Mr. Ajay Soni (PGT ENGLISH)

Do's and Don'ts in Pandemic

Knowledge vs Wisdom

Today, as the whole world is
facing this pandemic we should know
the do's and don't of pandemic that
will help us to protect ourselves and
also to practices precautions that we
should take during this time. Greet
people with waves or nods rather than
hugs and handshakes. Wash hands often properly
before eating, before touching face, and anything
after touching a surface. A hand sanitizer that
contains more than 60% alcohol should be used if
soap and water are not available. Practice social
distancing, wear masks or cloth face coverings while
in public. Eat healthy foods don't eat fast food and
unhealthy frozen meals.

Even though knowledge and
wisdom are said to have been cut from
the same cloth we often can't help but to
compare them and their applications in
our lives. I have reasons to believe that
wisdom proves to be the better out of
the two in general because even though
knowledge provides an outlet for a person's thoughts
whereas wisdom empowers the same person to use the
same knowledge efficiently. Whereas knowledge is
easy to acquire through recognition of facts, wisdom
takes effort and experience but the result forges out an
individual able to discern where to use the
information. To put this in perspective - "knowledge
knows that a tomato is a fruit, wisdom is not putting it
in a fruit salad." A Japanese proverb explains
"knowledge without wisdom is a load of books on the
back of an ass." Computers might have a lot of
knowledge, supercomputer have an immense amount
of knowledge over any existing human, but what a
computer lacks is the ability to use the insane amount
of data that is stored inside. Wisdom allows the use of
your facts and knowledge in an appreciative way. I
hope this article helps highlight the importance of
wisdom over knowledge to understand the value of
insight formation and self-made discoveries.

“Stay Healthy & Stay Safe!”
- Charu Rawat (XII B)

Lockdown Good or Bad
"life doesn't get easier or more forgiving,
we get stronger and more resilient"
A lockdown is an emergency
protocol that prevents people from
leaving a area. The COVID 19
pandemic has determined the
extensive lockdowns worldwide that
provides unpredicted opportunities
to understand how large scale shifts
of human activities can impact wildlife. Hectic work
life that involved long hours of commute to the
office had left no time for personal life. The
lockdown and self-isolation period has given us
more time for our family. The lockdown has brought
our focus on health and healthcare at home. The
food that we eat compels us to think about the
nutritional value it has. Our was also many
disadvantage of lockdown like education of
children hampered, Increased domestic violence
during lockdown, mental trauma, anxiety,
depression, fear and the most important is the
financial crises. The lockdown was essential for
preventing the spread of COVID 19 and hence we all
have to made it to be safe.
"Sometimes, victory lies not so much in
conquering the glorious mountain peak but in
simply having survived through a fatal and deadly
storm"
- Mridul Gupta (XII B)

dSls] esjs I;kjs ikik\
cpiu esa ftUgksaus Åaxyh idM+ dj pyuk fl[kk;kA
vkSj ftnxh Hkj viuk gkFk esjs lj ij j[kkA
,sls gSa] esjs I;kjs ikik---ftUgksaus [kqn lkjh rdyhQ lg dj
eq>s ges'kk [kq'k j[kk--ftUgksaus nqfu;k dh gj cqjkbZ esa ls
esjs fy, [kq'kh ds iy <wa<s--,sls gSa] esjs I;kjs ikik--esjs pksV yxus ij nnZ mudks gksrk gS --esjs jksus ij :g mudh jksrh gS
,sls gSa] esjs I;kjs ikik--esjs fxjus ij ftUgksaus eq>s mBuk fl[kk;kA
ftanxh dh gj Mxj ij ftUgksaus eq>s yM+uk fl[kk;k--,sls gSa] esjs I;kjs ikik---esjk gkFk dHkh er NksM+uk]
eSa bl nqfu;k esa HkVd tkÅaxk ikik--;g 'kjhj Hkys gh esjk gks exj
eq> esa ftank rks vki gh jgksxs ikik---

- Pari Narang (XI)

TIME
When a white lie turns grey,
Time lie in wait for its prey
Your thoughts been collecting dust
Likely to your books that you always trust.
Whenever time found me in leisure
I was worried that it will loose my pleasure
A fear of running out of time in mind
Fear is, what makes us blind.
“Tis not just a matter of time but a delicacy of life.”
Like a glimmer of hope peeking through the curtains
But slept again finge it was uncertain.
Starting from the dayspring leaves coming to cocktail hours
All meet at the same evening towers.
Blessed! Who know it early that life is too short to think
See here comes the night in just one blink.
So this time I played a leading role of an enchantress
Who left the clocks handless.
During lazy afternoon walks from school to home
Even the bees were laughing from their honeycomb
And the joke was on us cause we carry suspense all alone.
But time is a mixed blessing of miracles and misery
Some noons are boiling some nights are shivery.
So that's how time felt, enjoy before it melts.
- Sukanya Singh (XI-C)

ijes'k ykVk ¼11oha½

lnhZ cM+h lrkrh gS]
ge ij gd trkrh gSA
Åuh diM+s igu ds cSBks]
gedks ;gh crkrh gSA
xeZ [kkus dk et+k lnhZ esa]
pk; gesa yypkrh gSA
cpuk pkfg, lnhZ ls Hkh]
ek¡ esjh le>krh gSA

Failure will never overtake me if my
determination to succeed is enough"
-Og Mandino
Ah! Well said this is a famous quote by a American
author Og
Mandino Determination! what is Determination?
Determination occurs prior to goal attainment and serves to motivate
behavior that will help to achieve one's goal. It is a product of three
elements : Goal, a Commitment and focus So determination is
important in success. To succeed in life one have to be determined and
focused on what one want to achieve.
We all know that failure is the first step to success and without
failure nobody can success. Making a goal and aspiration is easy but we
can make it come true by working hard on it with full zeal and
determination.
Recent research suggests that having determination is more
important than being smart That is because your inteligeno3 is
inherently Passive quality but determination is active. And d you are
not determined You cannot create opportunity for yourself Also you
cannot move forward towards your goal.
So if you will be determined you may create opportunities.
You will be always moving towards your goal and failure will never
overcome you because with determination failure is just a diversion not
an End...
- Anusha Tarida (XI-A)

Hkz"Vkpkj

Hkz"Vkpkj Hkz"Vkpkj
bldh tM+sa gS cM+h cyoku
tks rksM+s lks dgyk, egku
gks jgs gSa lc cM+s [kkdj
bldk vkpkj
vktdy rks gks jgk gS
lc dh tqc+ku ls bldk izpkj
vk, rks gSa dqN yksx ns'k esa ftuesa gS bZeku
ij irk pyk gS ykSV jgs gSa] cu ds lc csbZeku
Adwita Chauhan (Class-II)
geus rks lkspk Fkk fd vk,xk ,d ,slk balku
Teachers Day - Thanking Our Mentors
tks gVk,xk gekjs ns'k ls Hkz"Vkpkj dk ?keklku
;g rks gS ,d ,slk QSyko
From nursery to the senior,
From bottom to zenith
ftlls cM+k ugha dksbZ lSykc
You always guided me.
;g rks gS ,d ,slk 'kCn
From losing to winning,
ftlus dj fn;k lcdks LrC/k
You always motivated me.
vc
rks va/ksjs esa fey tks gSa blds fu'kku
You made me realize the
D;ks
a
f
d
blesa fyIr gS gj ,d balkuA
will power in me, So that I
vc lc djrs gSa cl ,d fopkj
can achieve my goals.
You always tried to,
dSls djsa Hkz"Vkpkj
Bring out the best from me.
D;ksafd lHkh dj jgs
Words may fall short,
cl Hkz"Vkpkj Hkz"VkpkjAA
But to thank you will not.
Hkfof"kdk jktkor ¼d{kk&8 v½
- Prachi Gupta (X11-B)

My Wonderful Mother
O Mother ! My Wonderful
Mother
You care for me in many ways.
I am so lucky to have you in my
life,
I feel encouraged with your
rapport always.
Whenever I feel any difficulty,
You are my greatest guide.
I really feel blessed in your
comfort,
And I see a hope even in your
chide.
You're always present,
Whenever I call.
You strengthen axe,
Whenever I fall.
I cannot tell yon, How much I
love you !
You are my goddess, Nothing is
above you!
- Charvi Kashyap (VIII)

Appreciation notes

Essence of Creation - Let us Realise The Possible

Dive Deep Into Colours

Leisure Invention
Getting Crafty

There is not much time required for
gardening, if one can make time for
gardening even once or two hours in the
morning or evening then one can easily
get a lot of fruits, vegetables, behind
one's house, on the terrace will be able to
grow in the balcony.
Riya Gautam (vii)

ATL lab
On the path of prosperity and progress to our young
students, the school has been recognised by NITI Ayog to set up
ATAL Tinkering Lab. In this initiation by Minister the school
will serve the student with world class amenities and learning
tools. NITI Ayog will facilities for the 3D Robotics lab setup
and maintenance of teaching-learning. It will definitely give a
kick start to the career options to students. The young scientist
are brimming to enter the new era of Technology.
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